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MASS GENERATION IN COMPOSITE MODELS 

R. D. Peccei * 

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg 

I discuss aspects of composite models of quarks and leptons connected 

with the dynamics of how these fennions acquire mass. Several issues related 

to the protection mechanisms necessary to keep quarks and leptons light are 

illustrated by means of concrete examples and a critical overview of sugge-

stions for family replications is given. Some old and new ideas of how one 

may actually be able to generate small quark and lepton masses are examined, 

along with some of the difficulties they encounter in practice. 

Invited talk presented at the 1985 INS International Symposium on 

Composite models of Quarks and leptons, Tokyo, Japan, August 13- ·15, 

I985. 

To appear in the Symposium Proceedings. 
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I. Mass Protection Mechanisms and Dynamical Issues 

The idea that quarks and leptons may not be elementary has been pursued 

with vigor in the last few years!). However, it has become clear that, if 

quarks and leptons are composite, the dynamics of the underlying theory which 

produces these states as bound states is quite different than any other bound 

state dynamics we know. To appreciate this point, it is convenient to consi-

der the typical dynamical momentum scale (the compositeness scalel\c) connect

ed with the bound state process. For ordinary bound states, like atoms or ha-

drons, this typical dynamical scale is smaller than, or of the same order of 

the typical bound state masses. For quarks and leptons, on the other hand, 

one knows that 

/\'- ,., -'\,t (I) 

Indeed, already the most conservative bounds anile' coming from an analysis 

of the electron and muon (g-2) and from Bhabha scattering at high energies, 

givef'.c t_ 1 - 2 TeV 2). Flavor changing transitions, like K"'Jf''-, if they 

proceeded unhindered in the underlying theory, could indicate even larger 

values of/\ 2) -1'\i:..lO~- 10 3 leV. 

Before one can take the idea that quarks and leptons are composite 

seriously, one must·be i:lble to offer an explanation for Eq. (1). The current 

thinking is that this obtains through some protective symmetry. The usual 

pn~sumption made is that the underlying theory (preon theory) is some kind of 

confining 110n Abe 1 ian gauge theory. Such theories, in the absence of preon 

masses, have as their only scale the scale/\preon where the running coupling 

constant becomes of 0( 1 ) . Hence/\ c- I\ preon. However, s i nee/\ preon is rea 11 Y 

the only scale in the theory, one then expects that also all bound state mas

ses should be proportional toApreon: M-1\preon""'/\c. Therefore, to obtain 

light bound states, the quarks and leptons with m <<A, require some pro-
~~-~~--~~-- ---. q,e--c 

tectior1 -.it:<..hanism to decouple their masses from the dynamical scalef\ - f\.. . 
- -----------~-~~--·------- __ preon c 
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In this talk l will pursue this "conventional" point of view. However, 

before ueginning my detailed discussion I want to make four general remarks: 

i) It could be that the preon theory is not a non Abelian gauge theory. Then 

the dynanlics could well be different and perhaps light bound states could or·1-

ginate naturally. Unfortunately, no one know how to pt·oceed in this direction. 

Even a toy example of an "alternative" preen model would be very welcome
3

). 

ii) r~odels of composite quarks and leptons, based on an underlying non Abelian 

gauge theot'y, which .9.~----.!:_lOt have a built in protective mechanism to keep the 

quarks and leptons light should not be cunsidered too seriously. Unfortunately, 

many such models e,ist in the literature! 4 ) I would not advocate totally ignor

ing these models, as some yet undiscovered physical principle- as was the case 

of quark confinement for QCD - may one day make them viable. However, from the 

standpoint of our present understanding, they are dynamically inc011:.istent. 

iii) Protective mechanisms to keep quarks and leptons light, in practice, pro-

duce these states as massless bound states of the underlying theor·y. Further-

mor·e, it usually turns out that to make sure that there ar·e r·ea lly these mass

less states in the spectrum, one needs to make additional assumptions besides 

those of the protective mechanism. Clearly these additional assumptions need 

cross checks, whenever possible. In what follows l shall discuss certain 

clas::.es of models where one can perfon11 the cross checks, thereby confinning 

the pre:.ence of mussless states in the bound stJte spectrul'l. 

iv) To make contact with reality the protection mechanisms, and related as-
1 

sumptions, imposed to get massless quarks and leptons nef'd, eventually, to be 

violated weakly. It is t~is last step, that of going from m ~ 0 to small 
~~- q,e ~-

quad Jnd lepton masses, which is the most difficult. I shall address this 

issue in the closing part of this paper. 

To date, two mass protection mechanisms have been sugqested to get massless 

fennionic bound states from a confining non Abelian preen theory. The first of 

4 

these mechanisms, suggested by 't Hooft
5
), employs chiral symmetry; the second 

mechan1sm, suggested by BuchmUller, Yanagida and myself6 ), employs supersymme

try and a broken global symmetry. It is possible to CO!Hhine both mechanism/) 

and, indeed, one of the examples I shall discuss has this feature. 

Usit,j chirality as a prot~.:dion mechanism is very appealing and easy to 

understand. If the preon theory has a global chiral symmetry l.i, which is pre

served in the binding, then one naturally expects to have chirally unpa1red 

111assless bound states and chirally paired heavy states. The quarks and lep-

tons are then to bC' identified as the massless bound states of these theories. 

The, ,o called, Quasi Goldstone Fermion (QGF) mechanism of Ref. 6 is also ra-

ther simple. lmJgine a supersymmetric preen theory with some global synunetry 

G. If in the binding G suffers a spontaneous breakdown to another symmetry H, 

then necessarily there ensue dim G- dim H Nambu Goldstone massless busons in 

the thC'ory. Because of supersymmetry, these bound state bosons are accompanied 

by massless fermion partners- the QGF. Quarks and leptons in these models are 

identified as these QGF excitations. 

:t 1s clear from the above that these proteL.tive mechanisms guarantee dy-

namically that there are massless fen11ions in the bound state spectra. Neverthe

less, for the protective r~1echanisms really to apply requires that some additio

nal dyna1nical assumptions hold. For the chirality case, it is necessary tha~-

the chiral symmetry G be preserv_!_~ in the binding. In the case of the QGF me-

' •1anisms, on the other hand, the global symmetry G need to break down in the 

binding. Furthennore, in this case, the particular pattern of QGF is not just 

purely fixed b1 group theory. It depends on other conditions besides the break-

down G--t H. 

7' 
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l'Hooft~), ill his classic lectures, hdS spelled out the conditions which 

are necessary for chirality preservation in the binding. These are that the 

anomalies connected with the chiral currents of G, computed at the preon level, 

match those computed at the bound state level, using the unpaired m 0 fer-

mions in the spectrum. The necessity, but not sufficiency, of this anomaly 

• 
matching condition can be appreciated as follows. The global chiral currents of 

G have, in general, an Adler-Bell-Jackiw8 ) anomaly. That is, the three point 

function of these curre~ts, although classically conserved since G is a sYmme

try, actually has a non zero divergence 

"rc A e 0(" 
'1\ ""'>- "·~•'h' ... r ... ¥ t""-~ "· ,, (2) 

The coefficients Apreon can be computed, algebraically, from a knowledge of tne 

chir·al charges of 

dist~rh.e re~ult -

the preons. It follows from (2)- which is basically a short 

that r ..._ must have a singular behaviour in the momentum 
t• r 

squared qi - which reflects long distance properties of the theory. It is easy 

to show
9

) that, at the symmetric point ql = q2 = q3 = q2 , 

r c~.'l,'i,) I :. t• > , 
~-
r+." 

Ar ..... S 15 1"4~1 .,. r.,l. 2 IJI - 1 , .. olt(,. 1 1-1 )). J J 
'\~ ......... $."..., ........ 

Since~.,.) is a Green's function of the theory- this singular behaviour must 

be reproduced by computing~"') in tems of the possible bound states of the 

theory. One possibility is that the singularity in ~")o is due to the pre

sence of nlassless fermionic states. The structure of r that emerges frOII\ 
t·~ 

this computation is precisely that of Eq. (3), except that the residue of the 

q2 pole now will involve the coefficent ABS' computed algebraically from a 

know 1 edge of the chi ra 1 charges of the m = 0 bound states. Consistency neces-

sarily requires 

Apt·eon ABS ( 4) 

6 

which is 't Hooft condition. However, the singularity in ~"';,.could also be 

due to the presence of zero mass bound state bosons coupled to the chiral 

currents. These Goldstone bosons signal the breakdown of the chiral symmetries. 

Since, in general, it is not possible to exclude this latter possibility, it 

is clear that finding a solution of the anomaly matching equations is no gua-

J'antee that the dynamics of the model really gives rise tom = 0 fennions. 

Although one can show
9 ) that only zero mass bosons or massless bound state 

spin 1!2 fermions can reproduce the singularity in Eq. (4), to actually de-

tennine, in practice, which option applies for a given model requires more 

~q .. ical input. It is here that cross ched,- of the dynamics are important. 

Similar dynamical queries exist for the QGF mechanism. In general for 

a given ylobal symmetry G, many possible breakdown patterns exist 

G ~Hi i = 1 ,2 .... I 51 

Which of tl112se patterns obtains is a dynamical question which requires inve-

stigation. A connected issue in that, given a breakdown pattern G ~Hi, the 

spectrum of QGF is not fixed immediately just by group theoretical considera

tions. Supersymmetr~ only tellsonethat the number of bosonic degrees of 

freedom and the number of fermionic degrees of freedom must match. One has 

that the number of QGF is given bylO) 

..... di<Of : i: ~ ""H .. ""c~~coe ~ (6) 

Here nQGB is the number of possible additional bosonic partners of the Gold

stone bosons, which dynamically occur in the breakdown. On general principles 

one only knows that 11 ) 

" <41\ 
6tcoilo 

(. 

""<>-& 
(7) 



To detennine what is the number of these bosonic excitations requires a dyna-

mical calculation, which, in general, is beyond our present capab1lities. How-

ever, for some models, by looking at different dynamical aspects, one can at 

times infer with a certain degree of rel1ability what is the most 1 ikely pat-

tern of QGB (and therefore of QGF) which should emerge. 

For the renwining of this section I would 1 ike to discuss two examples 

where one can perfonn some dynamical cross checks which provide evidenle that 

the desired protection mechanism really works. These examples provide the 

best evidence I know that it is indeed dynamically possible to obtain massless 

bound state fennions in the spectrum of a confining non Abelian gauge theory. 

In the first example, chirality is the protection mechanism. The under-

lying theory is an SU(N) gauge theory and one ltas two kinds of fermionic Wey) 

pt·eons. A preon Aij transforming according to the two index antisynunetric 

representation of SU(fi), and (N-4) preens F~ (ol~ l, ... ,N-4), transforming 

as the fundumental-bar rep1·esentation of SU(N). (The reason that there are 

(N-4) f is so that the model is free of SU(N) gauge anomalies.) This lllodel 

has been studied, ~.ome time ago, by Georgi 12 l and by Dimopolous, Raby and 

':.>usskind 13 l. :t has been recently reexamined by Eichten, Preskill, Zeppenfeld 

and myself 14 l, particulMly in regard to the properties at large N. Classical

ly, the model has a global Sl'(N-4) x 111(1) x UA(l) chiral symmetry. However, 

the preen number symmetries have gauge anomalies UA(l)SU(Nr,uF(l)SU(N)· 

and are not, individually, good--quantum symmett·ies. At the quantum level, the 

global synnuetr·y uf the model is 

where 

<;, o $V(N-f<) J'. U(l) 
'I 

(8) 

&~ .L 
N 

~ (N-t,\ &,. 

H 

(/4-l I <QF ~ 

1s the combination of the preon number synttnetries which has no gauge 

JrH)IIh\] i l'S, 

191 

fhe global SU{N-4) and Q currents have non trivial anomalies at the 

p!'eon 1 eve 1. These unonl<ll ies 111us t be 111,1 tched at the bound state 1 eve 1 by 

either having massless termions or, in case the symmetry is broken, by 

having massless Goldstone bosons in the spectrum. For this model it 1s 

easy to find candidate bound state fermions for which the anornal1es match. 

For instance, consider theU
0
(1) 1 anomaly. At the preen level one has 

A to ,,,lJ 
r,.f~ ._ 

l ,z : (. ~_:t.J N..!:::!l + (-(".::L)J NCN-4\ 
H t. N 

: 1'1-<.\(I'J-l\ 

z 

I 101 

where the faders in the squarL brackets above are the u
0

( l) 1 charges of the 

pr·eor1"• while the other factors are their SU(N) and SU(N-4) multiplicity in 

the triangular loop. The simplest candidate fennion bound states are 

(E:,).,p ~ 

'g .. )o(~ ... 

(FTi 

" "i. 

( r-:' a;. 

a; ~j) trr- A;j 

F j ) 

ll A ,·J· 

I 11a) 

I 11 b) 

which botbt._have Q = -1 and transfonn, respectively, as the two rank symmetric 

and two rank antisyrnmetric representations undL'r the global SU(N-4). Since 

the nu111ber of comp~ments of Bs is precisely ·~(N-4) (N-3), it is clear that the 

u
0 

( 1)' a noma 1 y computed with these states matches the pre on i c a noma 1 y 

A ( v (,,lJ ~ (-l)l(M-~\CH·)) 
8J ~ · L 

=- A ( u'l.,.n 
f .. t .... 

I 12 I 
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By direct calculation, it is not hard to show that all the other global 

a noma 1 i es, computed with s5 , also match those at the preon 1 evel. Hence, the 

states s5 are natural candidates for being massless bound state of the model, 

protected by the chiral symmetry G. The important question to ask, however, 

is whether this is the way the dynamics works. For this model, in fact, there 

are two separate dynamical arguments 13 •14 l which support the presumption that 

the B5 states are really massless. I shall briefly discuss these arguments 

here, since they are very instructive. 

Oimopolous, Raby and Susskind 13 ) used "Complementarity" to argue for 

having the B5 states massless. The notion of complementarity, which is bor

rowed from results obtained in lattice gauge theories 15 ), is that, if a gauge 

theory suffers spontaneous breakdown via some Higgs fields traR&forming 

according to the fundamental representation of the gauge group, there should 

be no phase boundary between the Higgs phase and the phase wnere the gauge 

theory confines. This has two consequences: 

i) The global symmetries in the Higgs and confining phases should be the 

same. 

ii) The massless excitations in both phases should agree. 

Hence, if one can apply complementarity to the model, one can learn about the 

massless fermions in the confining phase by studying the model in the much 

simpler Higgs phase. This is what was done in Ref. 13. 

The Higgs phase of the model occurs if condensates of tl)e F and A preons 

fonn, which break the SU(N) gauge symmetry. It is easy to check that the 

channel in v1hich condensation is most attra~tive ('1AC) 1J) is the or:c: involving 

F and A. Wr·iting an ''effective'' Higgs field 

~v =-• 
A. fP( 

'J ( 13) 

_- -----~ -,..,_, ... 

10 

and assu111ing that the vacuum expectation value of I takes its most synunetric 

for111 

< i ~ ) ~ 
I 

" s ~ 
' 

.l
1 
~ 'L. IJ •• , ·/" ... t., ( 14) 

one sees that, in the Higgs phase, the gauge and global symmetry of the model 

breaks as follows. 

Sulo~). " 
'-·J• 

(.>~"' -L,l ,..uu l] -+ SuM >< ( St>IH-") l' 
<t G..,Jt .l<.j 

U~l] 
II. 

( 15) 

The remaining globa\1 symmetry, in this phase, is obviously the same as the 

global symmetry in the confining phase. Since f indeed tr.tnsfonns according 

to the fundamental representations of the gauge group, this is precisely what 

we would expect from complementarity. 

Because of the breakdown, certain of the F and A preons now acquire .. 
mass, but some still remain massless. It is straightforward to check that the 

vacuum expectation value ( 14) leaves the states of Table I massless. 

TuDle 1: 
--~-

'~as~~~ _ _F_e0nions in the Higgs Phase 

5U(4)gauge 

' 

lj 

(J 

0 

SU(N-4) 

m 

a 
Q 

UQ(l) 

_, 

0 

- y,. 
+ y,_ 

I note that the gauge non singlet states are in either a real ( Bl or in vec

tor-like ( 0 + tJ ) combinations. One expects, therefore, that the dynamics 

of the SU(4) gauge theory is such that these states are confined and give rise 

to no phys1cal massless states. The gauge singlet states are, therefore, the 
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only relevant massless states in the Higgs theory. By <-Omplementarity, these 

stutes must helve the Sdllll' quuntum numbei'S us the m<.~ssless stdtes in the con-

fining phdse. Fr·om Table I it is clear that these states indeed hav~ the 

quantum numbers of the B
5 

fenHions. Hence complementar·ity makes it plausible 

that the B
5 

fermions appear as massless bound states in the spectrum and that 

the G symmetr·y is unbroken. 

Complementarity is not the only dynamical argument for the 85 ferrnions 

to appear in the theory. One can argue their existence also from large N 

considerations 14 l. The point is that the large N limit of this modL:l (ri--\>~, 

g~ ...,.o with g~N fixed) is quite different than in QCD. In QCD, in the large 

N limit, one can show 16 ) that the chiral flavor symmetry SU(m )L x SU(m )R 

breaks down completely. Here, because the number of flavors grows with N, it 

no longer follows that all the chiral symmetries break down. Indeed, one car, 

show 14 ) that at least the UQ(l) chirdl symmetry must survive. Since 

anomaly is nonvanishing (c. f. Eq. (10)), it follows that there must 

the u
0

(1) ' 

exist 

massless fpnnion Uound states in the spectrum to match this anomaly. Clearly 

the B
5 

states with Q = -1 fit the bill. 

Let me enlarge slightly on the above discussion. In QCD in the large N 

limit planar graphs without quark loops dominate, Thus the only bound ~tates 

which survive are mesons and these are stable since dl.'Cdy amplitudes nre down 

by 1/N. Since the chiral Sl.J(m)L x SU(m)R symmetry has n~n vanishing anoma

lies at the quark level, it follows that the anomaly matching must be done by 

the appearance of Goldstone excitations in the bound state spectrum. (These 

are the only ones which survive at large N!). Hence the chiral symmetry is 

broken. 

For the model at hand, it is no longer true that planar grdphs with F 
loops inside are down by 1/N . Because there are N possible F states going 

I? 

il round the loop, these gr,1:1hs u re also of 0{ 1). Furthen110re, the insertion uf 

an A loop also does not give a factor of 1/N , since the two index nature of 

!\
1
J compensatt· the purely kinematical 1/N factor from having an extra loop. 

Hence, at large N, both meson and nonmeson states survive, as well as con

tributlOns involving 13B~ states. Because all of the contributions are of the 

same Ot'det', the q2 singularity in the three point function of the global cur-

n~nts can arise ft·o111 the presence of Goldstone bosons and/or t11e existence of 

massless fennionic bound states. However, tor the case of the u
0

(1) 1 anomaly 

one can at't]ue 14 l that this singularity must be produced by massless fermions, 

r',lUler· thMl by Goldstone bosons. This is becduse in the large fl limit all 

LOndensutes which sur·vive ( i. e. whose l'elevant operators appear in cut pla-

nar di..tyt·ams) have Q 0. To break u
0

(l) requires condensates involving 

f tensors, and these objects are down by powers of 1/N . Thus u
0

(1) remains 

unbr·o~·~·n, und the u
0

(1) 'anomaly informs us that there must be massless fenn

ions in the spectrum to provide the matching. As I said earlier, the Bs states 

appear as the most likely candidates for the matching of anomalies. However, 

at large N, it is not possible to argue that the SU(fll-4) symmetry really sur-

v1ves. So the N"/2 massless fermions with Q -1 could well be appropriate 

linear combinations of B5 and Ba. Only complementarity, with the most symme

tric bt·eaking of Eq. (14) is an argument for SU(N-4) to remain unbroken. 

fhe second example I ~1ant to discuss ~~as developed some time ago in 

collaboration with BuchrnUller and Yanagida
17). It uses the QGF mechanism to 

keep some bound state fermions massless and its dynamics is also subject to 

a var-iety of consistency checks. 'lhe model is based on a supersym1netric preon 

theory with an SU{2) gauge interaction. There dre in total 6 preon superfields 

(containing both canplexscalars and Weyl ferrnions) which tr·ansforrn as SU(2) 

doublets:~: \P = 1, ... ,6; o<= 1,2). The global symmetry of the model, at 

the quantum level. is 

G SU(6) X U,(l) I lo) 

-·--------. 
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where Ux(l) is an SUgauge(2} anomaly free linear combination of preon number 

and of R syn~etry 17 ). 
•./ 

This model can Provide one generation of left-handed quarks and leptons 

plus an additional fermion. the novino - if one assumes that the symmetry in 

{ 16) breaks down as 

G ~ H SU(4) x SU(2) x UX,(1) ( 17) 

Obviously from such a breakdown there ensue 17 Goldstone bosons, transfonning 

under H as 

GB- (4,2) + (4,2) + 1,1) ( 18) 

The desired QGF pattern to get physics out of the mode 1 is that these states 

transform only as a (4,2) but not as a (4,2). That is, one needs to obtain 

chiral fermions. So it is necessary to assume that the dyna111ics is such 

that the pattern of supersymmetric partners of the GB is: 

QGF - (4,2) 

QGB ... (I, I I 

+ (1, 1) 
( 19) 

If indeed ( 19) obtains, then by assigning color and charge proper-ly to the 

preens, tne massless bound states contain the 4 left handed doublets of one 

generation of quark and leptons plus an extra singlet. Right handed stat~s 

can be obtained by a slight extension of the model
18 l. However, the question 

that needs to be answered here, is whether Eqs. (17) and (19) obtain. 

For the breakdown G...,.H of (17) to occur one needs the condensate 

v,t. -=- (E,(i' i: ~~) (201 

to fom. One can ask, however, why do not the condensates v34 • v56 , etc. fOt111.' 

Or why do any condensates form at al1? Even gt'ctnting that (20) is the only 

condensate that forms in the theory, besides the QGF, QGB pattern in (1'J), 

' .., ___ _, "-> ---...._ --- '- __ , ___ ,._ 

14 

one (t)uld have instead: 

QGF ~ QGB- (4,21 + (4,21 + (1,11 ( 21 I 

'..Jhy does {19) and not (21} obtain in the theory? 

For this model there are two separate arguments which support the break-

down given in (17) and the pattern of QGF of Eq. (19): 

(i) The group His chiral and tnerefore.' if it is to be preserved in the 

binding, there must be massless fermions in the spectrum which match the 

preon unumalies. lt is easy to check 17) that the QGF given in Eq. {19) pr.e-

' ~isely.match the preon anomalies. Thus their masslessness could be attriba'ted 

directly to chirality, without appeal ling to supersymmetry! The QGF given in 

Eq. (21) do not suffice to match the H anomalies. 

(ii)_rThe model has a complementary Higgs phase in which the scalar components 

of the superfield ip condense as ... 
<~p)::" 

-.t 
tr ... (22) 

Obviously such a vaccum expectation value breaks the gauge and global sym1ne-

tr·y to: 

SU(2) x SU(61 x U(l)~ 
ijauge X 

SU(4) x SU(2) 
diag 

X U( l I (231 
x' 

The remaining global symmetry is precisely the one assumed to hold in the 

confining phase in Eq. {17). Furthennore, it is easy to check that the mass-

less fennions in this Higgs phase have precisely the quantum numbers of the 

QGF of Eq. I 19). 

1. Fa1111ly ~eplication- a Critical Ove~view 

Besides having dynamics which allow for the appearance of m 0 fermions, 

preon models must be able to generate family replications. /\fter all, this is 
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one of the prominent and unexplained features ot quarks and leptons. Two 

routes have been followed here: either one puts in, more or· less by hand, 

an underlying family structure, or one tries to genet\J.te family repetitions 

throug!1 the dynamics. The first approach is somewhat inelegant and unsatis-

factot·y, but could after all be right. It has happend before. The strangeness 

of the kaons is due to the presence of a strange quark in the bound state! 

The second approach is more ambitious and needs quite clever dynamics. The 

most usual strategy is to try to convert gauge degrees of freedom in the un-

derlying theory into some sort of bound state repetitions. 

As an example of how one can mechanically gener·ate fami 1 ies, one can 

think of the supersynwnetric preen model of the last section with 4 nf -t 2 

preens i, instead of just 6. The condensate (20) then breaks the natural 

global SU(4nf+2) symmetry into SU(4nf) x SU(2) . The relevant QGF represent

ing the left handed quarks and leptons transfonn as (4nf,2) which can be 

interpreted as nf(4,2)replications, There are some problems with this way 

of generating families besides its ad hoc nature. For instance, for the 

model at hand, if nf > 2 then the SU(2) gauge theory ceases to be asymptoti

cally free. Furthennore, and this is a more geQeric problem, the model possess 

a very large family syn~netry SU(4nf), which must at some stage be broken. 

Clearly one must do better. An attempt in this direction is to study special 

cusetspaceswhich gives rise naturally to family r·eplications among the (Jt... 

Yanagida lQ) has discussed in this symposium some examples of coset spaces 

involving exceptional groups wher-e this happens, A very 'Jeneral investigation 

of this type of coset spaces has also been perfonned receQ,tly by BuchmUller 

and NapollO). Although these examples are very interesting, the underlying 

physics cannot be just a simple non Abelian gauge theory, since typical global 

symme.tries for these theories do not involve exceptional groups. 

"' 
As I mentioned earlier, attempts at getting families out of the underly-

ing dynJmics, in general, try to trade gauge degrees of freedom fat· a family 

structure. The easiest way to see how this may happen is by studying the 't 

Huoft Jnomaly matchinu conditions for chit ell models. l will illustrate th1-, 

w1t11 ,t lllLe exJmple ot '1at·stlak and Li 21 l, although in the end [shall also 

\.t-itt..:ize this example dynamically. The model studied by :-.1arshak and Li is 

quite .tnJlogous to the SU(N) 1:1odel discussed in the last section. However, 

instead of having a pr·eon Aij they have a preon Sij' which transfonns as the 

two rank symmetric tensor under SU(N). This then requires one to have {N+4) 

F's to avo1d any S!I(N) gauge anomal1es. They choose particularly Ill 8, so 

U1eir model has a SU(12)xU
0

(I) natural global symmetry. Marshak and Li, 

However, assume that the only chiral symmetry that survives thl' binding is 

H SU(4) x SU(4) x SU(2) x SU(2) (24) 

l'I.Jer· this symmetry the 12 F preens tt·ansfonn dS ( 0 . 1.1. 1) f ( 1. a ,1 ,1) 

... (1,1,0 ,1) -t (1,1,1,0). The unly anomalies to worry about are the (SU{4))~ 

anomalies, which at the preon level just count the dimension of the preens un-

der the SU{B) gauge group 

A :su(4)' J preor1 8 

A possible solution to the anomaly matching equations, which 

Marshak and L 1
21

), is provided by the massless bound statEos 

B1 ...._ :c ,1, D ,1) 

s 2 ~ (1,0,1,!11 

.t:!_t.l__l_L .. l! these sL.rtes are 4 fold degenerate. 

A bound states{ (SU ( 4)) J) 2 . 4 8 

(15) 

is advocated by 

(26) 
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The SU(8) underlying gauge theory therefore forces the repetition of states 

at the bound state level. 
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Although the above illustrates nicely now one may get family repetitions 

(evt:n w1th realistic quantum numbers, as in Eq. (26)!) out of the dynamics, 

one must really try to check that the dynamics wo,rks this way. In fact, I do 

not believe that the f~arshak-Li model is realized dynamically in the nice way 

!hey want. One can study this model in a complementary picture by using as an 

effective Higgs field 

~ .{ 
"- s. fl~ 

·~ 
128) 

By choosing 

< ~~) .. " s~ 
' 

,( 
129) 

with 

\1 tJ,. ":. l V, V, ,J' \}I j V..._ JL j ") "'; ) I 30) 

the SU(B)gauge x SU(12)global symmetry is reduced to that of H (apart from 

U( 1) factors- see below). However, it is easy to check that the massless 

states in the Higgs phase are not 4 repetitions of states with the quantum 

numbers of s
1 

and 8
2

. For instance, in the Higgs phase, there is a state 

transfonning as ( 0, D, 1,1). To be fair, the breakdown caused by ( 29) does 

not precisely leave Has a global symmetry,but there are some additional 

U\l)'s. However, these Ull)'s can be eliminated by having some additional 

condensates, with different expectation values. I believe it unlikely that 

the presence of these extra condensates spoils complementarity. So, although 

the ·~arshak and Li solution (26) matches anomalies, the dynamics is more 

likely to be realized by having as massless fermionic bound states those with 

the quantum numbers obtained in the Higgs phase. 

lnere an• toy models where one can actually check, v1a complementarity, 

tnat the dynamics lead to repetitions. These class of models were orignally 

investigated by PreskillZZ)- who actually studied them for this reason. 

' 

lo 

They have been recently reexamined 1n some detail by Goity, Zeppenfeld and 

myself 23 ). The models are built by subtracting the SU(N) models with an anti-

symmetric preen Aij from that with a symmetric preen Sij' Hence, the total 

preor. content for the model is 

s 'i - rn p.. "' 0 ') q ) 8 f. --.80 
I 31 I ) 

1n~ quanturn global chiral syrrm!etryof the model is thus 

G SUIS) x U111) x U2ll) 132) 

' 
when- the two U(l)'s are linear combinations of tht!S,A and F numbers that do 

not have SU(N) anomalies. 

This global symmetry is not totally preserved in the binding. By studying 

the Higgs phase of the model, which has a 

fining pnase
23

), one finds that G~~ and 

tumbling complementarity to the con-

H that remains ~epends on what 

that furthennore the 

N is 22 •23 ). Let rne write N as N 

chiral symmetry 

"8n+k,so 

that k distinguishes differrnt N, modulo 8, Then the breakdown of G is diffe-

rent, depending on what k is. One has 

G ~ H SUlk) x SUIB-k) x u1111 x u211) 133) 

The massless fennionic states which match the preonic H anomalies can be easi

ly detenilined from the Higgs phase. Remarkably, they appear in repetitive pat

tenlS which depend un n. So the larger the gauge group SU{N), the more fami-

lies of massless fennions! 

Table II gives the massless fennionic bound states in the model, which 

emerge from studying the Higgs phase of the theory23 ) 



Tab 1 e r 1: 

SUI l I 

B 
D 

I~ 

Massless Fennions in_!!l~~_L8n+~l_2iodel 

su(e-kl U11 I I u2( I I Number of states 

2( 8-kl N-2-4s s 0, 1 , ..• , 2n ~ 1 

a U-Zk N-2-4s s 0,1, ... ,2n 

a -2k N-2-4s s = O,l, ... ,Zn-1 

One sees that the only thing that distinguishes the ZntZ ( 8,1), 2tH1 lO.O) 

and Zn ( 1, Bl states is the u2 quantum numuer, which thus acts as a genera

tion number for the model. One can actually well understand 1r1 this model why 

the repetitions in the spectrum occur by studying the Higgs phase23 l. In this 

phase, the original gauge and global symmetry SU(8ntk) x SU(,,) goes through 

a process of multiple tumbling 24 ) down to SU(k)gauge x SU(B): 

~ll{l.,..,c.) >< lu(~) __, ,..:.r 
~ 

.Sv(.a( .. ·chiC\ >< $vl.&) ~ •·•• 
<j·-~ {. 

.tv(IC) .,.svt4) 
'""I• 

Finally the SU(kl x SU(SI...,SU(kld· x SU(S-kl gauge 1ag 

(341 

At each stage in the tumbling one precisely gets as gauCle singlet massless 

fermions two SU(B) ij which correspond in tenn of H to 

~ g ~ t i (!J 
1 

I ) + (11 , 11) ... ( I 1 9 ) } (351 

So the multiple tumbling explains the 2n repetitions in Table II. The last 

3 states come from the last step in which the SU(k)gauge finally also breaks 

down. 

3 0 Trying to Generate Mass 

In the last two sections, I discussed two of the requirements needed for 

a realistic compositemodel (besides that of getting the correct quantum numbers 

for the quarks and leptons!). Namely, hav1ng a dynamically consistent mass 

protection mechanism and having a believable family replication mechanism. 

As we saw, th•'Se requirements are not easy to satisfy in practice. In this 

('U 

'-'L'l t1un, I wdnt tu dddress myself to what is pr·ubably an even harde1· po1nt to 

ad11eve: the generation of small quark and lepton masses. 

The1·e are really two separate difficu1t1es. One is how to generate small 

masses, 111 «, 1\t:, and the other is how to generate a hier .. ~t·chy among these 

':>llldll mus':>es. (After all mb/rne"""" 10
4
!). The most ambitious hope would be to 

be able to generate ?.c:!!~ smu 11 masses and a hierarchy in a given model. Less 

ambitious, but still ver·y hard, is to input a small mass parameter min the 

theor1 and then generate a l1ierarchy. llt, alternatively, forgetting about 

gener·ations just to try to generate m <<t., in a onl' family model. These 

attempts are, in general, further complicated because in most models which 

try tot.,. at least SL'Inircalistic, quar·ks and lertons a1·e not the only massless 

states in the theory. Thus, when one then tries to give quarks and leptons 

SOllie mass, one must also check that this same mass generation mechanism is 

clever enough to produce a much larger mass for the unwanted extra states . 

This last point is particularly crucial for models in which the massless 

fermions were obtained as QGF. Obviously, in this case, one has accompanying 

the wanted fermions, unwanted massless bosons. Indeed, since the bosons arose 

dynamically as Golstone excitations from the G~ H breakdown and dragged by 

supet·symmetry the fermions to zero ma~ ., their dyna.nical status is more se

cure. For instancl', br·eaking supersymmetry but not G would generate mass for 

the QGF but leave the Goldstone bosons massless- a phenomenologically 

disastrous situation!. Even breaking supersymmetry and Gat the same time 1n 

general leads to trouble, since it is difficult not to get mfennio; mboson' 

after both breakdowns 10 •
25

). Only if the QGF have an additional chiral pro

tection?), it will be possible to separate sufficiently in mass the unwanted 

bosons from the fermions, in the process of mass generation. The model of 

Ref. 17, which I briefly discussed in Section 1, has this ·propeJ'ty. The QGF 

in this model are· massless because they are the supersymmetri"' partners of 

the 17 Goldstone bosons from the G -I'H breakdown. However, these fermions 
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are also massless because they are the fennions required to match the H ano-

malies. They are, thus, ~oubly pro.t~_c_!_<:__?.. 

In a recent paper, t~asiero, Pettorino, Roncadelli and Veneziano26 ) have 

examined how mass can be generated in a one family QGF model with double pro-

tection. Their nice discussion shows many of the intricacies and difficulties 

that one must face in a semirealistic situation. I will summarize some of 

their results since they are very instructive, even though in some aspects 

disappointing. The model is based on a ~upersymmetric preon theory with an 

SU(6) gauge group, which has a global SU(6)L x SU(6)R x U(1)
3 

symmetry. 

This symmetry is broken by condensates to SU( 6) di agxUx( 1 ), where the UX( 1) 

is chiral. In the breakdown there emerge as QGF the usual 16 quarks and 

lepton states of one generation (including Yt), 6 leptoquarks, 8 colored 

states, a triplet of states with the quantum numbers of theW's and some 

singlets. 

To give mass to these states and their bosonic counterparts, the authors 

of Ref. 26 proceed in two stages: 

Stage I: Explicit supersym:netry and G breaking soft mass tenns for the 

scalars are introduced, which preserveR syrrmetry. Because of this remaining 

chiral protection, all QGF remain massless. All scalars, except the 8, 3 and 

some singlets, acqur1·e mass. 

Stage J_!..:._ Gaugino mass tenns for a subgroup of G are introduced, which 

break the R symmetry. As a result all fermions now acquire mass and the re-

ma r•1ng massless scalars acquire radiative masses, although one axion-like 

state remains. 

By this two step process, in fact, it is possible to split the scalars 

from the fermions sufficiently. so that the scalars are not a phenomenolo-

gical embarr·assment. However, within the fermiuns thennselves no hiera1·chy 

n 

is 9t'ner-ated. ihe fermion llldSSes depend both on the soft scalar mass terms 

c\IHJ on U1e guugino llldSS tenns 

""'~ ... -~ ~ ft~
~~\ (361 

but are being driven 

et a1. 26 ) obtain the 

by the gaugino masses (stage II). As a result, Masiero 

unwanted near equality of electron and neutrino masses. 

Further it ulso appears difficult to separate the leptoquark fennions suffi

ciently ,from the ordinary quarks and leptons. Given that their mass genera

tion was essentially induced from the "outside", this is rather disappointing. 

The model discussed by Masiero, Pettorino, Roncadelli and Veneziano26 l 

is an example of imputing some outside mass parameter (s) (~1ere the scalar 

soft breaking masses dnd the gaugino masses) and trying to get a hierarchy. 

In this case these authors successfully got a hierarchy between the fermions 

and the bosons, by doubly protecting the fermions, but failed to get enough 

of a hierarchy among the fennions. Furthermore, all light masses were de

coupled from 1\t. since they are driven by the outside mass parameters. It is 

interesting to ask whether it is possible at all to get m ((.}... without 
c. 

putting a small seed mass in? I want to end this section by qualitatively 

dE:Scribing two new ideas which may allow this to happen. 

The first idea is a suggestion of H. Georgi 27 l connected with the com

pos 1 Le Higgs scenario, developed by him and collaborators 28 l. One imagines 

that in a first stage, a confining preon theory has a global symmetry G 

uro!..en to some chiral symllletry H. As a result, both massless fennions and 

sor11e Coldstune bosuns, arising from G~ H breakdown, appear in the bound 

state spectrum. In a second stage, the usual SU(3) x SU(2) x U( 1) gauge 

interact ions ar-e tUl'ned on at the preon I evel. These gauge interactions actu

ally produce additional terms in the effective potential ,unong the Goldstone 

bosons, since now these states are no longer really Goldstone excitations, 

because G is br·oken by the gauge interactions. It may so happen, and this is the 
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umtention of the composite Hil)gs mechanismZB) that these extrd t· >"~ns cause 

some of these erstwhile Goldstone states to dC.lJulre vacuum t'xpectation value, 

ther·eby precipitating a spontaneou~ breakdown of ~,u(2) x U(1). The scale of 

the SU(2) xU( 1) breakdown, because it occurs only after gauging the preon 

theory, is effectively rather decoupled from the dynamical scale/\preo;-1\ c' 

Georg/?) argues that if this composite Higgs scenario obtains,and provided 

that after the gauging no exact chiral synunetries remain, then 1t is possible 

tor the massless fennions to get mass. Obv.vusly the mass so generated will 

be given by the weak breaking scale times powers of the gauge coupllniJ con

stants, Since the weak scale is mostly decoupled from "c• so are the fenl\ion 

masses. Although this is a rather intricate scenario, it is clear that it 

has promise and deserves very thorough study. 

The second idea, to try to generate small masses, uses a suggestion of 

Mizrachi and rnyself
29

) that in confining theories there may exist condensates 

(irrelevant condensates) whose scale is much smaller than the natural scale 

of the theory. To explain this idea, it is useful to consider a QCO analogy. 

In QCD one knows that bilinear quark condensates form, which break chiral 

symmetry. These condensates have a size which is of the order of the typical 

dynamical scale of QCD, "•(•. That is, one finds 

.l 
< ii u > : (. " ... , I 37) 

witll c.., 0(1). Such a condensate, I shall denote as relevant. An irrelevant 

condensate, on the other hand, would be a condensate in QCD whose size would 

not be /\ft . An example of a possible irrelevant condensate would be a - ~u 

"2 pion" condensate 1 ike 

< G ~I au 
c. I .. 
''-s'. 

) 
(.l,.r 

a: .. J~.~ 

' ... c.' " 
cAto I 381 
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' if c' ..;.(. 1. Although (38) must kinematically scale as"oco• if c' (( 1, then 

the effective c;cale of this conctensate would be much less, thereby making it 

irTelevant. 

Is it really possible that c' in QCO is much less than unity? In prin

ciple, I see three possible logical values for c'. Either it vanishes abso

lutely, or it is of order unity, or c' (( 1. I would find it difficult to be

lieve that (38) never formed in QCD. On the other hand, I would also find it 

very ~.trange that c'"'- 0 (1), since the color is already screened in (38). 

Henct: the idea that c'(( 1 is not totally outlandish. It, of course, would 

be very good if one could test for this suggestion by means of some lattice 

calculation, although the fact of having four fermion operators makes this 

probably too hard to attenpt, at the present moment. 

If irrel._.vant condensates existed, then one can well imagine being able 

to generate small fennion masses, m <t" .... 29
). Schematically, one can think 

of the fennion mass generation this way- although this is not really the 

way one would go about calculating these masses in practice. If quarks and 

leptons are composite, there should exist effective residual interactions 

among the massless fennlons. These interactions should be chiral, but may 

well involve both left and right cunponents of the same fennions. Let me 

focus on such a tenn for a generic fermion f, which shollld scale as,.. 

on purely dimensional grounds: 

.;z df - (~ '(~+ 
'- '-

) ( ~~~- yt r,.ll- \ 
A' < 

139 I 

The fennions fare preen composites which are themselves gauge singlets, with 

respect to the underlying confining group. To a first approximation they are 

massless, due to some protection mechanism. However, it may well be that some 

irrelevant condensates among these gauge singlets fonn (cf. Eq. (38}}, as a 
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result of the underlying theory. That is, one could have 

(~,_~It-'>" \ 

cf-
A~ 

< (40) 

with cf<< 1. Such a conden,sate, in conjunction with Eq. (39}, would imply 

a mass tenn for the fermion f of order 

- (' I 
.._,_.._.!_(~<Ttl) "-C J.._ 

T "1.. f c. 
(41) 

which would be small with respect to" c because cf << L Note that if cf<< I 

it is really consistent to neglect dynamically these condensates at first and 

have therefore the fermion masses vanishing by the built in protection mecha-

ni sm. 

This mass generation mechanism is quite similar to that in extended 

technicolor (ETC) models 30 l. As such it may run- into some of the troubles 

that ETC encountered. However, because this mechanism is not as constrained 

as ETC, it may be able to avoid some of these difficulties. At any rate one 

should expect that: 

i) one will generate flavor changing neutral current FCNC at a dangl'rous 

rate, unless the model has very special residual interactions. Typically, to 

avoid problems, these interactions should be flavor diagonal and universal 

before mass generation29 •31 l. 

i i ) ther·c shou 1 d exist pseudo-Go 1 ds tone excitations connected with the 

fonn<lLion of the irrelevant condensates (40). These pseudo Goldstone exci

tations may be very weakly coupled, since they must decouple frcxn the spec-

trum when the irrelevant condensates are neglected. Nevertheless, they con-

stitute one of the most telling (damning?) signals of this mechanism of mass 

generation. For instance, one would expect quite naturally to have pseudo-

Goldstone bosons with both lepton and quark number, which could provide, 

in fact, the most accessible traces of compositeness. 

iii) neutrinos to be again problematic in models where a right-handed neu-

trine binds. Then, as in Ref. 26, it appears to be almost impossible to 

avoid obtaining neutrino masses of the order of the electron mass. 

'Even given al.l of the above potential problems, I feel that it is rea

sonable to pursue this idea a bit further. 

4. Concluding Re111arks 

I have tried to indicate here some of the dynamical challenges posed 

by composite models and describe some of the attempts that have been made 

to generate light quarks and leptons as preonic bound states. As it should 

be clear, we are still very far away from generating an even semirealistic 

model. However, the field has matured to a considerable extent. It no longer 

suffices to have a purely algebraic model of composite quarks and leptons, 

without dynamics. Now real dynamical questions are being asked and some 

progress is being made in understanding the structure of chiral and super

symmetric gauge theories, which might bind (nearly) massless fermions. Ne

vertheless, the difficulties and frustrations of composite models may call 

into question the wisdom of pursuing this line of speculation, especially 

if one could find an alternative way to "understand" families and mass. 

The suddenly Very popular superstring theories 32 l have a potential for 

doing so. I list sccne of the putative advantages of superstrings over what 

I have tried to describe: 

i) The group structure is fixed by anomaly freed001. In particular the 

E8 x E8 superstring fits well with the quark and lepton quantum nllllbers 

although it also predicts some exotic excitations. 

ii) TtJe nllllber of families can be related to the Euler Characteristic of 

the canpactified manifold, and hence has a geometrical meaning. 
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iii) In principle, the effective Higgs couplings from which the quark and 

lepton masses eventually originate can be calculated by integrating out in 

the superstring theory the degrees of freedom that depend on the canpact di

rections. 

These advantages, however, may be illusions. All the physics of rele

vurKe is huppening at the PlancK, or compatifications, scale but it must 

then be connected with what is happening at the scale of the w~ak interac

tion. This hides an enonnous amount of dynamics, which I suspect is going 

to be considerably more difficult than the relatively "simple" composite 

dynamics I have been talking about. 

To conclude, what is real important, in superstrings as in composite 

models, is to find some experimetal hints that we are on the right- track. 

In the meanwhile theorists should continue sharpening their theoretical 

tools by at least trying to address some of the dynamical issues. I have 

tried to do a bit of that here. 
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